HP recommends Windows 10 Pro.

HP Education

Engage students with an HP Learning Studio
The HP Learning Studio brings state-of-the-art educational
technology into the classroom, where students and educators
at every level can learn how to use the latest tools to solve
real-world problems and craft unique learning experiences.

What does a Learning
Studio help students
achieve?
Identify and address
real-world problems
Work in teams to solve
these problems
Explore multiple possible
solutions
Test and evaluate
solutions on their own

It’s a creative, collaborative space where students explore
the design and fabrication of products to achieve practical,
measurable results. Hardware and software from industry
leaders HP and Microsoft help facilitate the creative process.

What purposes does
a Learning Studio
serve for students?
Prepare students for successful
21st-century careers in science,
technology, engineering, arts,
and math (STEAM)
Encourage students to inquire,
think, investigate, and innovate
Teach students how to work
productively in teams

What skills and
activities do
students practice?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design thinking
3D design
Visual communication
Digital storytelling
Invention literacy
Social entrepreneurship

HP recommends Windows 10 Pro.

HP Learning Studio Bundle
HP Learning Studio is a complete solution, including professional training, online community
support, and the very latest computing and 3D printing technology.
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Products*

Elementary

HP Learning Studio features Sprout Pro by HP and includes an HP 3D
Capture Stage, a Dremel 3D Printer, a charging cabinet, and 10 mobile
devices tailored to each education level.

x10

Ten HP laptops with
School Pack software

OR
High school

Dremel 3D Printer

x10

Ten HP laptops with
School Pack software

OR

x10

Career technical
Ten HP mobile
workstations

AND
HP 3D Capture Stage

Charging Cart
(models will vary)

Sprout Pro by HP
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Services

Access to Digital Promise Global
online teacher community

Educational Collaborators professional
development training (2 days)

The Digital Promise Global online community provides
access to teachers and administrators, with web-based
training opportunities and a wealth of teacher guides,
lesson plans, and learning activities.

A two-day professional development session conducted by
Educational Collaborators will help IT staff install and configure
the equipment, then train teachers about the resources and
learning opportunities.

Interested in finding out more?
Visit http://global.digitalpromise.org/learning-studios
or contact your HP sales rep or reseller for more information.
* Product assortments subject to change.
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